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NB. PLEASE ACCEPT ANY OTHER APPROPRIATE ANSWER NOT MENTIONED lN THIS KEY
I. COMPREHENSION
(15 POINTS)
(While scoring comprehension, testees should not be penalizedfor any spelling or grammatical mistakes.)
A. Multiple Choice : (1 pt): A successful business woman
B. True or false with justification (3 pts: Ipt for each correct and justified answer)
1. False ( ln Nantes / in north-east of France lin France)
2. False (the company has become financially independent)
3. True (some of the women have managed to gain a seat on the village council)
C. WH questions (3pts; 1 pt for each appropriate answer)
1. ln France/ in the sales department of a semiconductor factory and for an Internet provider.
2.
forty/40 km (away from south of Agadir/ from Agadir)
3. fruit, tlowers and oil of prickly pears.
D. Sentence completion (3pts: 1 pt for each appropriate completion)
1.
advertise and sell their products/She also advises them on ....
2.
for children (from the age of six.)
3.
the cosmetic and pharmaceutical industry.
E. Word meaning (2 pts: 0.5 pt for each correct answer)
1: set up 2: day off 3: large-scale
4. earn
F. Pronoun reference (3 pts: 1 pt for each correct answer)
1. its: the company
2. them: women / cooperative ofwomen
3. prickly pears
II. LANGUAGE
(15 POINTS)
A. Word Form : (3pts: 1 pt each correct answer)
organisation/ organization establishment peaceful
B. Gap Filling : (3 pts : 1 pt for each correct answer)
1. look after
2. fill in
3. break down
C. Sentence Rewriting: (3 pts : 1 pt for each correct answer)
1. A new school is built every five years(by the local authorities).
2. My friend suggested going out/ that we should go out for a walk/that we go out...
3. The teacher wishes Ibrahim revised his lessons regularly.
D. Verb Tense (3 points, 1 pt each)

-

1. was watching

-

-

heard

2. will have solved

E. Sentence Joining (3pts: 1 pt each correct answer)
1. The government has launched a project in order to reduce iIIiteracy rates/ ln order to reduce iIIiteracy rates,
the government has launched a project...
2. The teacher rewarded Aziza because she did a nice project/...because of her nice project..
3. Many African countries have natural resources; however, they still suffer from poverty. (only 0.5 pt if not
appropriately punctuated)

III. WRITIN G

(10 POINTS)

The following criteria should be taken into consideration

Scoring criteria
Relevance of content to the task
Coherence and cohesion
Appropriateness ofvocabula
Accuracy of grammar
Mechanics

Scores

